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Abstract ncutron probe use in the Lowveld is repor-ted. This assess- 

As part of a watcr management project initiated by the 
Zimbabwe Sugar Association Experiment Station (ZSAES), 
three large sugar estates and the ZSAES have imported a 
commercially available irrigation scheduling package which 
is based on neutron probe measurements of soil water. 
Analysis of selected data collected using the package high- 
lighted inefficiencies in irrigation, viz. inflated drained upper 
limits (DUL) or 'full' points, irrigation water applications 
that were too large and too frequent when determined using 
a water budget and inflated to cater for assumed low effi- - 
ciencies, and too short a 'drying-off' period. At the sites dis- 
cussed in the paper, potential savings in water of approxi- 

ment is set in context by providing a broad perspective of 
issues and tools for the management of irrigation watcr, 
especially with regard to the potential role of neutron probes. 
Data from two furrow irrigation sites have been selected to 
focus discussion on various key topics. ~ i z :  

draincd upper limits (DUL) or 'full' points 
'refill' points, estimated daily crop water use 
neutron probc calibration, 
irrigation application efficiencies 
irrigation system performance evaluation. 

Irrigation water management 
mately 200 mm/ha are evident and the inefficiency i n  Irriga- The context of neutron probe use in irrigation water man- 
tion water applications is the likely cause of yield reductions agement is illustrated and discussed with reference to Figure 
i n  the order of 15 tlha. The amounts of water that a soil could 1 ,  with thc focus on the 'Information' aspects of irrigation 
'store' just prior to an irrigation, and the magnitude of the 

scheduling. When scheduling irrigation water applications, 
irrigation, were the major determinants of application effi- the status of soil water is most often used as the irrigation 
ciencies, even with furrow irrigation which is often assumed 

decision variable, viz. to determine when and how much 
to be self-compensating through a wetter soil having a more water to apply. 'The soil water status can be measured direct- 
rapid advance front. Procedures which accommodate typical 

ly, for examplc, using a neutron probe or some other instru- 
estate land husbandry arc described to perform a practical 

ment, or i t  can be estimated using indirect means, which usu- 
check on the neutron probe's calibration, and to determine ally involvcs a water budget. In most water budgets, an esti- 
an in sitit drainage curve and obtain an objective 'full' point mate of atmospheric evaporative demand (AED) is used 
which is representative of in-field conditions. together with informatton on the crop's development/canopy 

status to determine potential water withdrawals. These esti- 

Introduction mates can be relatively simple: 
the crop status represented by a time dependent crop coef- 

As part of an effort to improve water management, three ficicnt and AED represented by evaporation from an A- 
large sugar estates in  the Lowveld of Zimbabwe and the Pan 
Zimbabwe Sugar Association Experiment Station (ZSAES) 
have imported a commercially available irrigation schedul- 
ing package which is based on neutron probe measurements 
of soil water. The packagc encompasses all aspects of neu- 
tron probe use for irrigation scheduling, including hardware, 
software, calibration relationships, and guidelines for opcr- 
ating the neutron probe and for the interpretation of data. 
The neutron probe was selected from a range of soil water 
measurement devices because its usefulness has been proven 
(Cull, 1992) and, when compared with instruments that are 
left in  the field, potential problems of theft are reduced. 

or relatively complex: 
the crop's status being determincd by more physically or 
conceptually explicit relationships, for example, by relat- 
ing canopy development to thelmal timc in a crop model 
AED represented by more physically explicit combina- 
tions of weather mcasurements, for example, the Penman- 
Monteith evaporation equation 
the interaction bctween AED and the crop rcpresented by 
soil dependent pattcriis of potential and actual root water 
uptake, as, for example, are used at different levels of 
complexity i n  thc ACRU (Lecler and Schulze, 1995) or 

The suppliers of the neutron probe package commissioned CANEGROIDSSAT ('personal communication) models. 
thc system in the Lowvcld and trained the operators. They Arguments for measuring thc soil water- status directly are: 
also made a subsequent visit to assess the situation and pre- whether a simple or a complex water budget is used, there 
sented their findings at a Zimbabwe Sugar Seminar (Lanscr, arc many unknowns in estimating evaporation from a 
1998). In this paper, a rusther, independent assess~nenl of cropped surface and these can lead 10 significant errors in 
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Figure 1 .  Aspects of Irrigation Water Management 

day-to-day estimates of soil water status stances. In addition neutron probe measurements can be used 
even if a perfect model of crop water use was available, to investigate the performance or irrigation systems, for 
the computed water status is still dependent on the initial example, the uniformity of furrow irrigation applications. 
estimate (measurement) of soil water status 
due to variations in the performance of irrigation systems, 
especially with regard to furrow irrigation, it is often the 

Materials and Method 

additions (irrigation applications) to the water budget that The total neutron probe irrigation scheduling package that 
are estimated with the least accuracy. was purchased for use in the Lowveld, including hardware, 

software and operating guidelines, is referred to in this paper 
Therefore, i f  a water budget is to be used to estimate soil 
water status, some direct measurements of soil water are 

as the 'Probe'. Use of the neutron probe to measure soil 
water is well reported in the literature (Hauser, 1984; Gear et advised in order to ensure that the water budget is tracking 
al., 1977). Measurements of soil water are made in situ, in the 'ground truth', otherwise consistent under or over-irriga- 
thin walled aluminium access tubes which are installed ver- tion can result. 
tically in the soil to the maximum depth at which the meas- 

A water budgeting approach is nevertheless favoured by 
many irrigation practitioners because the costs are normally 
lower and it is often easier and more practical to estimate 
water contents over large areas with a water budget than it is 
to take many 'point' measurements of soil water and analyse 
the associated data. In addition, because direct measure- 
ments of soil water normally represent only very small por- 
tions of a given field area, these could give rise to substan- 
tial sampling errors. 

urements are required. The probc contains a small sealed 
radioactive source which continuously emits high energy 
'fast' neutrons into the soil surrounding the access tube. 
These are scattered and 'slowed' through collisions with ele- 
ments in the soil of similar mass, primarily hydrogen. The 
slow neutrons are counted by a detector in the probe and dis- 
played and stored in an electronic data acquisition system. 
Most hydrogen present in the soil is from watcr, therefore the 
count rate is related to the water contcnt of the soil (Hodnett 

Given the above perspective (Figure l) ,  there is great poten- et al., 1991). 

tial for the neutron probe to be used as an irrigation watcr The objective of the 'Probe' package is to facilitate rapid and 
management tool. Within practical limitations i t  can be used effective analysis of neutron probc counts. Thc software has 
on its own to schedule irrigation water applications, or it can a data structure to manage different access tube sites on dif- 
be used to periodically check on the accuracy of a modelled ferent fields and farms, and includes facilities to: 
water budget, and also to refine or tailor a water budgeting input neutron probe counts and other pertinent data, for 
model (whether simple or complex) to specific field circum- example, rainfall, irrigarion or A-pan measurements for 
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the 15/6/98 is indicatccl and substantiated by the depth 
graphs in Figure 3c. While the magnitude i n  terms of soil 
water content of this reading is si~nilar to that taken on the 
30/3/98, the distribution with depth is markedly different. 
The 15/6/98 'full' point is also substantially lowcr than the 
original 'full' point, which helps explain the relatively low 
irrigation efficiencics. 

The procedures reconimended by the 'Probe' suppliers for 
the establishmerit of 'full' points is difficult and a little sub- 
jective. This can result in irrigating for long periods without 
being sure about a 'full' point, which is not an ideal situation. 
A far better approach to establishing a ' ful l '  point which cir- 
cumvents many of these problems, is to establish a drainage 
curvc, as described, for example, by Vanassche and Laker 
(1989). A small arca of the field is well watered, covered 
with a plastic sheet to prevent evaporation and neutron probe 
measurcnients are taken daily in the centre of the covered 
area i n  order to monitor the drainage rates. The DUL ('full' 
point) is indicated when drainage is negligible relative to 
other aspects of the water budget. 

For sugarcane, the ideal time to establish the drainage curve 
is after planting or harvcsting whcn a large irrigation is nor- 
mally applied. Covering a small area, say 2 m X 2 m, of a 
recently harvestedlplanted crop with plastic for a few days is 
unlikely to have any major implications and the 'full' points 
(DUL) are deterniincd at the probe sites which are used and 
therefore I-eprcsentativc for the subscquent season. 

'Refill' poirzts 
The 'refill' point can be established using three criteria: 

at what depletion should irrigation result i n  optimum (not 
necessarily maximum!) yields'? 
at what depletion should the crop show water stress'? 
at what depletion would the farmer irrigate (Gear et al., 
1977)'? 

The 'Probe' suppliers rccomrnend using the soil water con- 
tent at which the crop shows signs of watcr stress. This point 
is said to be indicated by a reduction in the relative ratc of 
daily water use and a changc i n  the pattern of water cxtrac- 
tion, with relatively more wutcr being extracted from thc 
deeper depths. For the data shown i n  Figures 2a and 2c, the 
'refill' point as dcfined above is close to the probe readings 
taken on 2/4/98 or 21/4/98 and a level close to the original 
'refill' level is indicated. For the data shown in  Figures 3a-c, 
because the 'Probe' has bccn used purely for monitoring, the 
timing of irrigations (having been aecordlng to the tradition- 
al A-pan approach) was such that no obvious 'rei'ill' point 
was indicated. This suggests that: 

irrigation watcr had bccn applied too frequently (if 
vicwcd i n  coniunction with estimates of irrigation effi- 

can be used: 
in  a rclative sense, for example. to compare between 
treatments as an index of crop vigour 
in an absolute scnse as a check on crop coefficients and to 
verify water budgeting models (cf Figure 1 ) .  

Readings that do not reflect drainage should be selected and 
in  order to reduce errors, such readings should be spaced at 
least three days apart. Careful cross-checking between the 
time and depth graphs is required to avoid assigning deep 
percolation to crop water use. A careful analysis of the data 
shown in Figures 2a-c and 3a-c, revealed that the ratio of 
'Probe' estimated daily water use to A-pan peaked at approx- 
imately 0,65 when readings reflecting drainage were exclud- 
ed. The ratio is generally lower for the data shown in Figure 
3a than it was I'or the data shown in Figure 2a. 'The value of 
0,65 for the ratio of crop water use to A-pan was lower than 
expected. Values of this ratio rcported i n  the literature, 
including those from lysimeter studies range between 0,85 
and 1,0 (Cackett, 1982; Thompson, 1986; Nyati, 1996). The 
low values reflected in  the data could possibly bc attributed 
to the method of calibrating thc ncutron probc. 

'Probe' ctrlihr~lti~tl 
The suppliers advocate a generalised calibration relationship 
for all soils and all 'Probe' users have their neutron probes 
'calibrated' using this general rclationship. The rationale is 
practical and based on the reasoning that the only changes to 
conditions aft'ccting paired probe readings are due to 
changcs in watcr content. Dil'l'erent neutron probes are nor- 
malised by dividing counts measured in the soil by counts 
measurcd in  a watcr drum, so that all the uscr needs to do is 
take water drum counts, send these to the suppliers who then 
adjust the slope of thc generalised calibration relationship by 
the water counts of a specific probc, as explained i n  
Equations 1 and 2 (users can also back-calculate to obtain 
the original coefl'icients, if required). 

VSW = (S ,,,,, ,/W ,,,,,,, ). X + C ..Equation 1 
VSW = S, c,,.I. (X/W ,,,,,,,,) + C ..Equation 2 

whcreVSW 
S,,,,", 

volumetric soil water (%I) 
neutron probe counts measured in 
the soil 
neutron probe counts rneasurcd in  a 
watcr ~ S L I I I I  

slope of the generalised calibration 
rclation 
constant of the generalised calibra- 
tion relation 
slope of thc calibration relationship 
sent by thc suppliers to the users. 

cicncy) In ordcl- to check for faulty clectronics, including instrument 
too short a 'drying-off' period was allowed to enhance drift, i t  is therefore Important for a user of the 'Probe' to take 
sugarcane ripening and save water. regular water druni counts and check Ior any changes. A 

water drum is a far better standard than thc shield of the 
'Probe' e.c.ti~nated daily water use probe apparatus. Counts taken in the shield of the probe 
The estimated daily watcr use determined from differences apparatus can vary due to surrounding conditions, slight dif- 
in ncutron probc I-cadings, when compared with A-pan data, ferences in  the position of the 'fast' neutron source relative 
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to the shield and variation of wax content i n  the shield. 

The supplier's approach to calibrating the ncutron probes is 
largely sound and very practical. However, estimated daily 
water usc is highly dependent on the slope of the calibration 
relationship, which is soil dependent and can range l'rom 
0,65 to 1 , l  (Hodnett et al., 199 1). Errors i n  the assumed cal- 
ibration relationship can also lead to erroneous 'Probe'- 
based estimates of irrigation efficicncies. If the slope of the 
assumed calibration relationship is too low, probe rcadings 
before and alter an irrigation will reflect that water added is 
lower than the true valuc. Therefore, i f  the calibration rela- 
tionship provided by the suppliers of the 'Probe' package is 
not verified for specific soil conditions, drawing conclusions 
about the absolute values of crop daily water use, irl-igation 
efficicncies, or estimates of readily available water is ol' 
dubious value, and users should rather concentrate on rcla- 
tive differences. Problems can also arise as a result of fast 
neutrons escaping when probe rcadings arc taken near the 
soil surface, say the top 20 to 30 cm (depending on soil wet- 
ness), which then gives rise to counts and estimated water 
contents that arc biased on the low side (Hauser, 1984). 

Although site-specific neutron probc calibrations would be 
ideal, undertaking such detailed in-field calibrations Ihr all 
sites is impractical. An alternative and morc practical 
approach is to take probe readings before and after a known 
depth of water is added to the profile. A good time to do this 
is just after harvest bclbre the first general irrigation appli- 
cation. After application of a carefully measured depthlvol- 
umc of water, the area surrounding the access tube is covered 
with plastic and f'urther probe rcadings arc taken daily for 
two to three days afterwards. If no deep percolation is indi- 
cated, the in-igation application measured under very con- 
trolled conditions can be compared with the change in soil 
water estimated by the 'Probe'. This is also a good rcfercncc 
for the analysis of irrigation application efficiencies during 
the subsequent season. 

Efficierlcy qf'irrigntiorl cll,pliccltintrs 
Efficiency of irrigation applications is dcl'incd here as the 
ratio of watcr applied through the irrigation system to the 
amount of water retained in  the root zone of the cl-op. 
Bearing in  mind the above discussion on calibration, the data 
shown in Figure 3a indicate low irrigation efficiencies rela- 
tive to the efficiency of irrigations shown in Figure 2a. The 
ratio bctwccn the magnitude of irrigation watcr applications 
atid A-pan summed for the period between in-igations, viz. a 
calculatcd crop coefficient, is: 

I ,  I for the data shown in Figure 3a 
0,76 fol- the data in Figure 2a. 

The average lnagnitudc ol' the irrigation applications is very 
similar: 

57 mm for data shown in Figure 3a 
53 mm for the data in Figure 2a. 

Thc data shown in Figurc 3a illustrate thc problems of irri- 
gating using a watcr budgcting approach without regular 
checks on soil water eontcnt, which in  this casc has led to 

over-wct conditions and large incl'ficicncics. This has proba- 
bly been caused by assuming low il-rigation efficicncies and 
trying to compcnsatc by applying larger irrigation water 
applications. This is bad practicc bccause whcn a low irriga- 
tion el'ficiency is assumed, the actual efficiency is also like- 
ly to be low and vice ver.rcl. 

It is apparent by comparing the dala i n  Figures 2a and 3a, 
that the amount of watel- that a soil can 'store' just prior to an 
irrigation, and the magnitude ol' the il-rigation, arc major 
determinants ol' the application's el'liciency, and knowing 
this figure is essential fhr efficient il-rigation, even with fur- 
row irrigation, which is often assumetl to be self-compensat- 
ing through a wettel- soil having a morc sapid advance front. 

Assuming slight under-estimation of the magnitude of watcr 
additions (cf 'PI-obc' cstimatcd daily watcl- use) no morc 
than 45 mm of watcr should be applied during a furrow irri- 
gation. The I'igul-e of 45 mm is corroborated by laboratory 
determined estilnates ol' 'field capacity' (water content at 
-10 kPa) and wilting point (watcr content at -1 500 kPa) 
which, together with an cstiniatc of rooting depth, indicate 
total available moisture (TAM) of 76 mm Sol- site Sable-K4 
and 80 m m  for site Sable-N2B. Readily available water 
(RAW) (at 60% depletion of TAM ) is then 45 and 48 mm 
respective1 y. 

Using the 'Probe' to estimate RAW for site Sable-N2B indi- 
cates readily available watel- to be appl-oxinlately 34 mm, 
which is 14 mm lower than the laboratory based estimate. 
However, this lowcr cstilnatc of RAW obtained using the 
'PI-obe' is consistent with the low estimates of crop daily 
water use and could also be attributed to an erroneous cali- 
bmtion relationship (cf 'Probe' estimated daily water use). 
This provides even further motivation to check whether the 
generalised calibration I-elationship given by the suppliers of 
the 'Probe' is rcprcscntativc of the soils i n  clucstion. 

In practice, especially whcn sugal-cane is planted in  thc fur- 
row, i t  is often difficult to apply irrigation amounts of less 
than 60 mm and get adequate covcl-age due to the length of 
the furrows and the slow advance times, especially mid to 
late season whcn sugarcane tends to clog the furrows. It is 
apparent l'rom data shown i n  this papcl- that serious attention 
should be given to researching a switch to interrow furrow 
irrigation. Intcrrow il-rigation should provide for reduced 
advance-1'1-ont tirncs, and thcl-efot-c be morc flexible and 
allow for smaller irrigation application depths. From a tcch- 
nical pcrspcctivc, intcrrow irrigation should also result i n  
improved irrigation uniformities and cfficicncics, as shown 
i n  Swaziland (Dlamini, 1998). 

A major potential use of the probc, cspccially with regard to 
furrow irrigation is to check on irrigation system pcrform- 
ance, especially the uni  l'ormity of irrigation water applica- 
tions. Assuming a I'urrow length ol' 'L' m, sets ol'acccss tubes 
(say thrcc) arc placed at distances of' 114, 112 and 314 L down 
a set ol' furrows, with probc I-cadings being taken immedi- 
ately prior to an irrigation and daily for two to three days 
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after an irrigation. Differences between the probe estimated Conclusions 
soil water contents and patterns before and after the irriga- 
tion application are then a relatively efficient and direct 
measurement of irrigation performance and, in particular, 
irrigation uniformity. Such 'Probe' readings can then be used 
in an iterative procedure to adjust, say, furrow flow rates and 
cut-off times, and so optimise irrigation guidelines for given 
field and soil conditions, something which is nearly impos- 
sible to do on a purely theoretical basis. At a monitoring site 
on an estate, initial assessments show relatively large 
amounts of water infiltrated at the top and lower end of a fur- 
row, with relatively small amounts of water infiltrating in the 
middle of the furrow. 

By facilitating the measurement and subsequent analysis of 
soil water variations with respect to time and depth, the 
'Probe' package can be a useful water management tool. 
However, the time and judgement required to record and 
analyse data using the 'Probe' should not be under-esti- 
mated. Communication with agronomists and irrigation 
engineers on the estates revealed that frequently other 
responsibilities precluded such detailed analysis of the 
'Probe' data. In addition, problems with the equipment are 
exacerbated in Zimbabwe because communication with the 
suppliers is difficult and costly as they are stationed in 
another country. 

'Probe' Estimated Volumatric Soil Water Content (mm) SABLE-N2 B 
420 

l 

Figure 2a. Variations of 'Probe' estimated daily water use (DWU) /A-pan, and effective delivered irrigations and rain. 
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Figure 2b. Variations of 'Probe' estimated soil water, with respect 
to soil depth and time at Site Sable-N2B 

Figure 2c. Variations of 'Probe' estimated soil water, with respect 
to soil depth and time at Site Sable-N2B - shecking the 'refill' point. 
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"Probe" Estimated Volumetric Soil Water Content (mm) S ABLE-K4 
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Figure 3a. Variations of 'Probe' estimated soil water, 'Probe' estimated daily water use (DWU) /A-pan, and effective delivered irrigations and rain. 
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Figure 3b. Variations of 'Probe' estimated soil water, with respect to 
soil depth and time at Site Sable-K4. 

Figure 3c. Variations of 'Probe' estimated soil water, with respect to 
soil depth and time at Site Sable-K4. 

Analysis of selected data collected using the 'Probe' high- a 'drying-off' period that was too short. 
lighted the following inefficiencies in irrigation: 

At the sites discussed in the paper, potential savings in water an inflated 'full' point, leading to poor aeration in the root 
of approximately 200 mm/ha are evident and the inefficien- 

zone, and excessive deep percolation 
cy in irrigation water applications is the likely cause of yield too large and too frequent irrigation water applications 

when these were determined using a water budget and 
reductions in the order of 15 t/ha. 

inflated to cater for assumed low efficiencies, equivalent The amount of water that a soil could 'store' just prior to an 
to using a crop coefficient (referenced to A-pan) of 1 , l  irrigation, and the magnitude of the irrigation, were the 
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major determinants of application efficiency. This shows 
that the widely expt-essed belief that fut-row irrigation is sclf- 
compensating. through a wetter field having a more rapid 
advance front which leads to compensating smaller irriga- 
tion applications, is largely an erroneous oversimplification. 

If sugarcane is planted in the furrow it is often difficult to 
apply irrigation in amounts that do not exceed the soil's stor- 
age capacity because of the slow advance I'ront times, espe- 
cially in mid to late season with ratoon crops which tend to 
clog the I'urrows. The data shown in this paper can be used 
10 suggest that serious attenlion should be given to  researcli- 
ing a switch to interrow furrow irrigation which allows for 
reduced advance-front times. This gives greater flexibility 
and allows for smaller and more uniform irriga~ion applica- 
tion depths, as proven at sites in Swaziland. 

Weaknesse\ in the 01-iginal 'Probc' operating guidelines that 
were suggesred by the suppliers havc been addressed. viz. 
practical methods have been proposed to: 

to check on the neutl-on probe's calibration 
determine an ill sit~l drainage curve and objective ' ful l '  
point uslng procedures that f i t  in with typical estate land 
husbandry 
use thc 'Probe' to assess furrow irrigation application uni- 
formities. 

A combination 01' an appropriate water budgeting procedure 
with less frequent 'Probc' measurements, taken largely to 
check on the 'ground-truth' of the water budgets, is likely to 
be the most practical method of utilising a neutron probe in  
general irrigation water management. Conllicting results 
regarding daily water use estimates for sugarcane in relation 
to A-pan data, indicate that the generalised calibration rela- 
tionship provided by the suppliers 01' the 'Probe' needs to be 
checked for Lowveld soils. When conl'idence in  a calibration 
relationship is establishcd, 'Probc' bascd estimates of sugar- 
cane water use can be compared to an A-pan andlor Pcnman- 
Monteith reference in order to provide a useful verification 
of water budgeting models used for various Lowveld condi- 
tions and sugarcane varieties. 
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HERBICIDE DISSIPATION AND RUN-OFF FROM SOILS UNDER 
SUGARCANE IN MAURITIUS 

G UMRIT AND KF NG KEE KWONG 

Muuritius Sugar Industry Research Institute, Reduit, Mauritius 

Abstract 

Increasing concern about the potential pollution of surface 
and groundwaters by herbicides used in sugarcane cultiva- 
tion in Mauritius is calling for a need to identify agricultural 
practices that would minimise the movement of herbicides to 
our water resources. In this context, the off-farm transport by 
surface run-off of atrazine, diuron, hexazinone and ace- 
tochlor were monitored on a plot scale (500 m') as well as on 
a 40 hectare catchment at a site (Valetta) receiving an annu- 
al rainfall of about 3500 mm. The results showed that rapid 
dissipation of herbicide occurred in the top 0-2,s cm layer of 
the soil and little herbicide was transported down the soil 
profile to below 30 cm depth. There was no evidence of on- 
farm build-up of herbicide residues. Mean herbicide concen- 
trations in  run-off waters were low and did not exceed exist- 
ing drinking water guidelines. The total mass of herbicide 
lost by run-off from the 40 hectare catchment over one grow- 
ing season represented not more than 0,02% atrazine, 0,32R 
hexazinone, 0,0795 diuron and 0,19% acetochlor with 
respect to the amount normally applied. Although at plot 
scale herbicide losses occurred mainly as sediment-bound 
residues, at the 40 hectare catchment, 70-95% of herbicide 
lost occurred as dissolved residues. Based on visual obser- 
vation of crystal clear watercourses becoming loaded with 
mud during and after a heavy rainfall event, the perception 
of the general public is that quantities of herbicides repre- 
senting a hazard to human health are being moved during 
soil erosion. The data obtained therefore showed that this 
perception is unfounded. 

Introduction 

Sugarcane cultivation in Mauritius relies heavily on the use 
of herbicides. Each year the 78000 ha of land under cane 
receives approximately 460 tons active ingredient (a.i.) of 
herbicides. Although bcncfits from the use of herbicides are 
well recognised, the impact of these chemicals on the envi- 
ronment, particularly the contamination of surface and 
ground waters and the marine ecosystems, has become a 
major issue. The presence of low levels of herbicide residues 
in surface and ground waters of Mauritius has been demon- 

the yearly rainfall occurs as high intensity events between 
January and April, the potential for off-farm movement of 
herbicides by surface run-off and subsurface drainage is 
high. 

While numerous studies on off-farm transport of pesticides 
have been done in the USA and Europe (Gaynor et al., 1995; 
Lennal-tz et al., 1997; Mathiessen et al., 1972), there remains 
a general lack of information on this issue under tropical 
conditions. Yet this information is vital in the development 
of best management practices to minimise the environmen- 
tal impact of herbicide usage. This study was therefore initi- 
ated with the objectives of (i) measuring the persistence of 
herbicide in soils and in surface run-off from a defined sug- 
arcane catchment and (ii) to assess the impact of this move- 
ment on herbicide residue concentration in surface water. 

Materials and methods 

This study was initiated in 1997 as part of a large scale proj- 
ect aimed at measuring and predicting the movement of 
agrochemicals in tropical sugar production. The experiment 
site was located at Valetta in a superhumid zone of Mauritius 
receiving 3500 mm rain annually. The soil was a Humic 
Ferruginous Latosol (Humic Acrisol according to the 
FAOIUNESCO classification) with a silty clay loam texture 
and with an organic C content ol' 30 glkg. 'The site was 
instrumented at four levels, namely 500 m? plot, 4, 10 and 40 
ha catchments to measure surlhcc run-off and soil loss. 

Herbicide trentinetzt clird experiiiieiltcll  et-icp 

At the plot scale of 500 m?, with ratoon sugarcane and trash 
arranged in alternate interrows, atrazine, diuron, hexazinone 
and acetochlor wcrc applied at 2.7, 2,7, 0,4 and 1,3 kg 
a.i./ha, respectively. 

Sugarcanc within the 40 ha catchment received the follow- 
ing herbicides: diuron (4 kg a.i./ha). hexazinone (0,8 kg 
a.i./ha), acetochlor (2 kg a.i./ha) and 1oxynil+2,4-D (2,s kg 
a.i./ha). All fields within the 40 ha catchment ~ncluding the 
500 m' plot also received 800 kg of the complex fertiliser 
17:8:25 per hectare. 

strated by Ng Kke Kwong et (11. (1998) who also inferred that The 500 m' plot was equipped with a run-off collection sys- 
no freshwater source in Mauritius is completely exempt from tem consisting of a metal trough laid downslope of the plot 
possible contamination by herbicides used in sugarcane cul- and tipping buckets (1 6 L) connected to dataloggers for 
tivation. Moreover, in view of the generally undulating measuring and recording run-off volumes and rainfall. Run- 
topography of the island and wilt1 the fact [hat up to 70% o l  off samplcs wcrc takcn ilt cach lip using a spliltcr (split ratio 
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